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omsi science classes are open to all students in grades 3 through 12. you do not have to be a current omsi student to attend omsi science classes;
however, omsi science classes are delivered by omsi staff and all students must be enrolled in one of the omsi schools. the washington park

location offered a broad mix of natural and cultural exhibits, but the largest single component of the new building was the omnimax dome. the 92'
diameter dome was built in france and shipped across the atlantic for installation. since omsi opened its doors in 1957, the omnimax dome and the

planetarium have been the heart of the new museum. today, the planetariumis open every day from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p., and the omnimax
domeis open every night from 5:00 p. to 10:00 p. omsi was the forerunner in the field of science education for adults and children. in 1985, omsi

was named one of the first 100 public sciences institutions in the nation. it was the only museum in the nation to offer the entire spectrum of
science and technology exhibits, from astronomy to zoology to physics. over the next 30 years, omsi's interactive science exhibits and educational
programs became a model for science centers around the world. in 1997, omsi launched a major capital campaign to expand science programs and

to enhance its science exhibits. today, omsi is home to more than 40 interactive science exhibits, a comprehensive planetarium, and a research
library that holds more than 55 million items of historic, scientific, and cultural significance. in 2002, omsi moved to its permanent home in the

washington park location. since then, the museum has expanded its educational programs and offerings in a number of new exhibits, the omnimax
dome theater, and the omnimax theater. today, omsi continues to be a leader in hands-on science education and research, and has established
itself as a model for science centers around the world. the museum's mission is to inspire, to educate, and to create a new generation of citizen

scientists.
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this was made possible by a dedicated group of
volunteers, almost all of whom were omsi staff
or volunteers at the time, and the generosity of
generous community members, who helped to
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raise the funds to make omsi a reality. there
are also many different omsi 2 multiplayer

games to play with fellow bus drivers, including
two big games that are quite popular with the
players in omsi 2 multiplayer. there is a full-on
bus simulator game where you can run your

own bus company, with the aim to manage all
aspects of a successful bus company, while the
omsi 2 bus simulator is a game where you can
run a group of bus drivers on a real world bus

route. however, these games are a bit
unrealistic and don't offer anything that you

couldn't find at a public transport company, so
for those that are looking for something more
fun, omsi 2 online is an excellent addition to

the two multiplayer games. commercial flights
to las vegas will take off with the arrival of
virgin america on june 25th, 2017 with the

launch of the omsi 2 online, las vegas will have
up to three flights a day to los angeles, san
francisco and seattle. the las vegas omsi 2

online will have a total of five routes. in the city
of omsi - seattle, two firms, united and the

southern pacific have a virtual monopoly on the
ferry market. to make matters worse, there are
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also bus companies competing for transport
into the city. you can buy and sell workers,

goods, and even buses in omsi seattle. we are
thrilled to see the face of the museum

undergoing such a significant transformation.
the new museum will retain the omsi legacy of

being a place for all to learn, and we will
continue to encourage people of all ages and

backgrounds to experience the museum's
interactive exhibits and programs. - amanda

girard, ceo, omsi 5ec8ef588b
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